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SEQUENTIALVOTING WITH
ENDOGENOUSVOTERFORECASTS
DENNISEPPLE
JOSEPHB. KADANE
CarnegieMellon University

a sequentialvotingmodelinwhichvoters'forecasts
TWle
investigate

of outcomeson futureissuesare determinedendogenously.Votersare assumedto make
decisions in an environmentin which future outcomes are uncertain.The uncertainty
arisesfrom two possiblesources. Votersmay be uncertainof other voters'preferences.
In addition, events that occur before future issues are decided may affect voters'
preferenceson future votes. Informationavailable to voters at each point in time is
characterized.An equilibriumto the voting problem, if one exists, is one for which the
outcomeon the issuecurrentlybeingdecidedand voters'forecastsof outcomeson future
issues are determinedsimultaneously.We show that an equilibriumexists undera particularvoting institutionand characterizevoters'forecastsfor this equilibrium.

S

everalrecentstudies
have investigatedthe propertiesof majority rule voting processeswhen issues are
voted on sequentially.The motivationfor
this approachis twofold: (1) to investigate
the role of institutionalstructurein influencing outcomes and (2) to determine
whether problems of nonexistence of
equilibrium in multidimensionalvoting
problemsmay be overcome by assuming
a particularstructurefor voting decisions
(see Denzau and Mackay 1981; Feld and
Grofman1987;Kramer1977;Plott 1967).
Denzau and Mackay (1981) show that
existenceof equilibriumand the properties of equilibriumwhen it exists depend
not only on voters' preferencesbut also
on their expectationsabout outcomes of
futurevotes. In particular,they show that
an equilibriummay fail to exist if voters
have perfectforesightexpectations.Moreover, when preferencesare such that an
equilibriumexists with perfect foresight
expectations,the equilibriumwill generally differ from the one that would prevail

under myopic expectations.Their analysis and subsequentanalyses(includingthe
presentone) assumevoters have weighted
Euclideandistance (Enelow and Hinich
1984) preferencefunctions.
Enelowand Hinich (1983)study an environment in which voters forecast outcomes on future votes with error. They
show that voter preferenceson each issue
are single-peakedif each voter's forecast
of outcomes on future votes does not
depend on the outcome currentlyunder
consideration.Enelow (1984) shows that
this resultcan be generalized.Preferences
are single-peakedif voters' forecasts of
outcomeson futurevotes dependlinearly
on the issue currently under consideration, and the variance of their forecasts
does not depend on the outcome of the
issue currentlybeing decided.
Enelow and Hinich (1983) and Enelow
(1984) take voters' forecasting rules as
given exogenously, that is, outside the
model. However, in light of their results,
it is naturalto ask whetherthe sequential
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voting model can be augmentedby informational assumptionsthat permitvoters'
forecastingrules to be derived endogenously, that is, within the model. That is
the problemstudiedhere. We assumethat
voters are in an environmentin which
futureoutcomesare uncertain.The uncertainty arises from two possible sources.
Voters may be uncertainof other voters'
preferences.In addition,eventsthat occur
beforefutureissuesaredecidedmay affect
voters' preferenceson future votes. We
characterize information available to
voters at each point in time. If thereis an
equilibriumto the voting problem, it is
one in which, for each issue, the outcome
on that issue and voters'forecastsof outcomes on future issues are determined
simultaneously.We show that an equilibriumexistsundera particularvoting institution, and we characterizevoters' forecasts for this equilibrium.
We know from Denzau and Mackay
(1981) that there are conditions under
which equilibriumwill fail to exist when
voters have full informationand voters'
forecasts are endogenous. Hence, it is
naturalto expectthat therewill be conditions under which existence of equilibrium will fail when voters make endogenous forecasts with imperfect information. In addition to studying a class of
problemsfor which equilibriumexists, we
indicate the problems that arise in attemptingto extend our analysis beyond
that class.
A model with endogenousvoter forecasts is important for the following
reasons.Over time, votersarecontinually
receivingnew informationabout the preferences of constituents or other voters
(opinion polls), the state of the domestic
economy, international events, and a
variety of other factors that may affect
their preferencesabout issues yet to be
decided.A model with endogenousvoter
forecasts can provide insights into how
voters use informationand how voters'
forecasts and the associated voting out166

comes change as new information becomes available. Hence, a model with
endogenous voter forecasts can provide
valuableinsightsinto the role of information in political decisions.
In a model with sequential voting,
voter forecastsplay a centralrole in determiningthe sequenceof outcomes.If voter
forecastingrules are taken to be exogenous and permittedto changein arbitrary
ways between votes, the potential for
testingthe model is quite limited.Any sequenceof observedoutcomescouldbe explainedby a suitablechoiceof parameters
in voters' forecastingrules. Hence, formulatinga model of how voters'forecasts
are determinedis an importantpart of the
overall goal of modelingoutcomes when
issuesare decidedsequentially.Hence,we
believe that making voter forecasts endogenous is the next logical step in
building on the insights of Denzau and
MacKay (1981), Enelow and Hinich
(1983), and Enelow (1984).
Having argued that forecasting rules
shouldbe made endogenous,we still have
a good deal of latitude in modeling the
way in which forecasts are formed. For
example, we might simply assume that
voters choose forecastingrulesbefore the
first issue is decided and adhereto those
rules regardlessof new informationobtained as time passes. Alternatively,we
might assumethat voters adjustadaptively, changingthe coefficientsin theirforecasting rules in some prescribed way
when the outcome they observe differs
from their ex ante forecast. These and
similarapproacheshave the shortcoming
that voters can make systematic errors
without revising their approach to the
forecastingproblem.
Our approachis based on the assumption that votersuse theirknowledgeof the
way in which issues are decidedto forecast future outcomes. Implementingthis
approachrequiresus to be explicitabout
what information voters have at each
point in time about theirown preferences,
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the preferencesof other voters, and other
factors relevant to the voting decision.
Given this informationand their knowledge of the way in which issues are decided, voters can then forecastfutureoutcomes. Their forecasts thus make use of
all informationavailableto them.

Example1
A set of N voters is selectedat random
from a population in which individuals
have differentideal points. The distribution of ideal points, Xj, in the population

is given by f(4). There is no common
shock to preferences. In this example,
X(Oi, c) = fir

The Model

In this example, the uncertaintyabout
future outcomes arisesbecausevoters do
A series of T 2 1 issues are to be de- not know the
preferencesof othervoters.
cided sequentiallyby N voters. The outfrom
However,
knowledge of the districome on each issue is determinedby a
bution
in the population,
of
preferences
voting proceduredetailedbelow. Once an
will
be
able
to
form
a forecastof outthey
issueis decided,it cannotbe reconsidered.
comes
on
future
as
we show below.
votes,
Decisionsare implementedand consumpIn
the
outcomes on
many
settings,
tion occurs after all issues have been
will be uncertainnot only
future
votes
decided.The orderof voting on the issues
because voters are not entirely sure of
is fixed.
Individualvoters areendowedwith pri- other voters'preferencesbut also because
vate information, Xj, about their own events that may occur before the future
preferences.This information is drawn votes are decided may affect preferences
from a distributionf(4). In developing over future outcomes. A heightened or
our analysis,we assumethat the distribu- diminishedlevel of conflict elsewherein
tion f(.) is known to all voters. In our the world may affectwillingnessto spend
for defense.New informationabout trade
remarks, we discuss the implicationsof
relaxing this assumption. After the out- deficits or surpluses may affect prefcome on each issue has been determined, erences for protectionistlegislation. The
of
new informationmay become available. emergence a recessionmay affect willingness
to
fund
unemploymentcompensaLet wt be the new informationreceived
tion
programs.
Disruptionsin the supply
after issue t is decided, and let w =
of oil from abroadmay affectwillingness
* A wT). It is common knowl(W1, 02,
to spend resourcesto develop technoloedge (Aumann1976)that cois drawnfrom
gies
for alternativeenergy sources. The
the distributiong(co),and the drawitselfis
next
example illustrateshow uncertainty
observed by all voters. Preferencesover
about
futureevents might be capturedin
the T-dimensionalvector of outcomes 0
the
structure
presented.
are given by
u(O;4i, co)=
-(0- x(i, co)]'A[0- x(Oi,co)], (1)

Example2

A set of N voters is drawn at random
where the vector x(Oi, co)is the voter i's
from a population with direct utility
ideal point, and A is a positive-definite function
matrixof salienceweights. The functions
U(O,qj; zi, A) =
x(e) are commonto all voters.
The following are two examples of
-(zi)'A(O - zi) + qj,
special cases conforming to the above
structure.
where 0 is publicly providedgoods, qj is
167
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consumptionof privategoods, and zi and
A arepreferenceparameters.The publicly
provided goods 0 will be financed by a
proportionalincome tax. Thus,
qi = yi(l - r),

(2)

where yi is i's before-taxincome and T is
the tax rate. Supposetherearetwo publicly provided goods and let 01 and 02 be
funds spent on these two activities. The
public sectorbudgetconstraintis then

tered in models with full information
(Ordeshookand Palfrey1988).In orderto
characterizeequilibriumin the sequential
voting problem,we assumethe following
voting procedureis employed. When an
issue is considered,each voter submits a
proposalvs E R. The outcomeon the issue
is
medtvii.
i

We call the proposal that i submits i's
(3) vote. On each issue each voter observes
TY= 01++02
the outcome. Our results do not depend
where Y is aggregateincome. Supposei's
on whethervoters observe the proposals
relative position in the income distribu- made by other voters. Hence, the results
tion is given by
apply to eithersecretballot electionsor to
electionswhere all votes are revealed.
Yi = ki + &i.,
(4)
This voting procedureclearly does not
Y
capturethe richnessof informationtransmissionand agendaformationin commitwhere a is a common shock to income tee decisionmaking(Austen-Smith1988).
(associatedwith, say, fluctuationsin the However, this approach permits us to
aggregateeconomy), e is an individual- sidestepsome of the complexityof models
specific variable reflectingthe sensitivity of agenda formation. The procedure
of individuali's earningsto businessfluc- proves to be a useful vehicle for gaining
tuations, and ki is an individual-specific insights into models such as the sequenvariable reflecting the individual'sposi- tial-votingmodel we study.
tion in the income distribution in the
In this model, a playeri's strategymaps
absenceof shock 5. HereEki = 1 and Lei the history of the game (the outcomeson
= 0.
past votes) and player i's type (the vector
Solve equation 3 for r, substitute the cs) into a vote on the currentissue. We
resultinto equation2, and replaceyi/Y by consider the Nash equilibrium that
the right-handside of equation4 to yield emergesby solving the model usingbackan indirectutility function of the form in ward induction. It is a property of our
equation 1 (up to an individual-specific model that a voter's optimal decision at
additiveconstant)with ideal points:
each stage of the game is the sameregardless of the voter's beliefs about other
A-1 I
(5) voters'types (i.e., the It's of othervoters)
Xi = Zi -(ki + Her)A e',
2
at that stage of the game. Hence, we do
not
need to make any particularassumpwhere e = (1, 1). In this example, 4i =
tion
about how a voter updates beliefs
=
is
(6, Y), and x(Oi, co)
(ki, ej, zi), co
given by equation 5. The example illus- about othervoters'types as the gameprotrateshow fluctuationsin the state of the ceeds. It is natural to assume, however,
economy a and Y affect voters' ideal that beliefsareupdatedusingBayes'srule,
in which case, our solution to the game is
points over issues.
a sequentialequilibrium(Krepsand WilAnalysis of voting with incompletein- son 1982).
We next present some definitions and
formation poses difficultiesnot encoun168

-
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resultsthat prove usefulin the analysisto
follow.
DEFNITION.For utilityfunction Uli(,) for

voter i, v* is a dominantstrategyif
Ujj(medfvt*v-jl) 2 Uli(medtvi,v-ij)
for all vi, v-i.
(6)
Here vi is i's vote and v-f is the vector
of votes by all other voters.

THEOREM1 (Black 1958). If U11(.) is

single-peaked,i has a dominantstrategy, vi = Argmax U1i(x).
x

COROLLARY.
If vj = vi(e) for j * i, where

e is a random vector and U1i(e) is
single-peaked,v7 = ArgmaxU1j(x)is a
x

dominant strategy for i regardlessof
the processthat generatese.

the outcome on issue 1, 01 is known.
With 01 given, the utility function in
equation1 is concave in 02 and, hence,
single-peaked. By the corollary to
Theorem1, i's dominantstrategyis to
vote the value that maximizesequation
1 with respect to 02. Voters i's most
preferredoutcome on issue 2, given
outcome 01 on issue 1, is found by setting the derivativeof equation 1 with
respectto 02 equal to zero and solving
to obtain
Ve

= ajO +ji,

(7)

where

a =-(a2/a22)

(8)

and
Pi =-

X1i

+ X2ij

(9)

Proof. Since v satisfies equation6 for all
v-, it follows that E U1i(medfv, v #(e)J) The medianoutcome of the period2 vote
is then
a E U1i(medfvi,v-i(e
QED
(10)
02 = med(a01 + pi).
1. If y is a randomvariablethat
LEMMA
emergeswhen all players follow their
equilibriumstrategies in the future, i
Since a and 01 do not depend on i, this
expectsall playersto pursuetheirequi- may be rewrittenas
libriumstrategiesin the future, and i's
af + med As
11
i2
utility over present and future outcomes can be written
Now 02 is a random variable, the disy)
Uj(medjvlj, V2We, * * ,vn(6)1,
tributionof which is derivedfrom the dis= Uli(medfvl, v2(e), . .. , vn(e)j) tributionof the xi. The voter'sfirst-period
optimizationproblem is obtained by in+ U2i(Y)
serting02 in place of 02 in equation1 and
takingexpectations.Votershave differing
where U1i(e)is single-peaked,then v{
- Argmax
information
(each voter knows his or her
is
i's
best
proposal
Uji(x)
own preferencesbut not the preferencesof
for thexcurrentissue.
others). Hence, the perceiveddistribution
Proof. Obvious extensionof the corol- of future outcomes conditional on the
information each voter has may differ
lary. QED
across voters. In light of the results
To illustratethe essentialfeaturesof
of Enelowand Hinich (1983) and Enelow
our analysis, we begin by solving
(1984),it is interestingto observethat the
Example1 for the case in which only
mean of 02 is linearin 01.
two issues are to be decided.FornotaIt is also of interest to note how the
tional convenience,let xi = x(+ ) = i.
structureof the voting problemaffectsthe
At the time that issue 2 is decided, forecasting equation 11. In particular,
169
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from equation 8, the coefficientof 01 in
equation11 is determinedby elementsof
the saliencematrixA. Also, the random
component in equation 11 arises from
voters' uncertainty about other voters'
preferences,as is evidentfromequation9.
Hence, the distributionof voter forecasts
in this exampleis determinedby the distribution of voter preferences through
equation11.
Voter i's most-preferredoutcome on
issue 1 is obtained by choosing vi to
maximize:
-E[all
-

-

Ea22[

(aa22/a22)](0j
- X2i-

-Xl)2]

(au2a22)X1j22,

LEMMA
2. Considerthe quadraticform
Q(Y, Z) = [(Y - Ay), (Z -Az)]

where 1 is nonsingularand 12 =
121. This quadraticform can be rewritten
Q(y, z) = (y

(12)

where the expectationin equation 12 is
taken conditional on informationavailable to voter i and
a = med 9j.

+ (z-

-

d)'E1l(y - d)

uZ)'22(z

-

Az),

where
d=

y-

E11'-'En(Z -z)

and

In particular,voter i knows f(e) and g(.)
as well as his or her own preferences.The
secondexpressionin equation12 does not
depend on i's vote on issue 1. The first
expressionin equation12 is single-peaked
in 01. Hence, Lemma1 applies. Voter i's
most-preferredoutcome on issue 1 is v*
= x1j,and the outcome on issue 1 is
01 = medfx1ij.

We now generalizeto the case of an
arbitrarynumberof issues. We will make
use of the following linearalgebraresult.

(13)

In this example, the outcome on the
firstissueto be voted on (issue1) is simply
the median of the most-preferredvalues
on that issue (equation13). By contrast,
the outcome on the second issue to be
voted on (issue2) dependson the outcome
on the first issue (equation11). Thus, the
order of voting will often matter. It follows that the sequentialvoting outcomes
need not be the same as outcomes obtained if the issue space were rotated so
that voters'salienceweightsin the rotated
space were diagonal.In the rotatedspace
voting outcomes would be invariant to
orderwhile in the originalspaceoutcomes
will often dependon order.
170

22 = E22

-

E21E11-E12

Proof. Substituted and 22 in the second expression. Straightforwardalgebra
yields the first expression.QED
Lemma 2 has a statistical interpretation. The first expression for Q(y,z)
appearsin the exponentof a jointly normal distribution for (y,z), with mean
(Ay,Iz) and covariancematrix
11
L21

En
ad

The secondexpressionfor Q(y, z) appears
in the exponentof the marginaldistribution for z and the conditionaldistribution
of y, given z (see, e.g., DeGroot 1970,
54-56).

Forsimplicity,we presentour proof for
the case in which there is no common
shock, w. Whenthe proof is complete,we
indicatehow the resultcan be generalized
to include the common shock. We next
presentseveraldefinitionsusedin proving
our majorresult.
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Define matrices Bs, s = 1, 2,

. . .,

S

Note that v5(05-1) can be written

recursivelyas follows:
vs(S-1)

Bs = A
Bs-'

=B B2Bs~l(Bs

s =2,

=

1Bs Os-,

-(Bs,)

+ med~xis+ (Bs)-'BsXi.-,).
)-'Bs~

Thus, using equations 14 and 15,
vis(O,_i) and v5(05_-) can be written

...,S

where

vis(0s-l)

=-(Bs,)-1Bs-,

(17)

+mi5,Vi,s=1,2,...S
B
21
22l

BI, has dimension1 X 1, B2, has dimension (s - 1) X 1, B 2 has dimension
and Bs2 has dimension
1 X (s -),
X (s-1). Note that B' = Bk,.
(s-1)
Hence, define B2, = BkI = B I = 0.
Let
eS

=

s

[Os?Os-l

.

0* , 01 ,

.

where 00

0, 1, 2, ...,S,

[xis, xis-l.

wherexio

0 Vi. Let

mis = xi, + (Bs )-'Bs xj5s-

.... ,S

Vi,s=1,2,

m. = medmmij,s = 1, 2, ...,S
s

(mt - mt)

o~~~~~~

B1,(Mt-

Vi, s = 1,2, ... ,S-1

(15)

and, for s - 0,
=

[,,, Os-l,

** 08, 0oI
,

0. Then,
(19)
(20)

ViS(OS) = -(Os

-Ms, s=1,2

-

Xis)'B5(0

...,S.

-

Xis)

(21)

2. Let voters have preferences
THEOREM

Mit),

(16)

5 =S

Define the functions
vis(e)S l) =Xis
- (Bs) -' B-2(e--

v5(
eS = Os-i)v

Define
(14)

S-1
Mis =

=
vjS(e.l),

o = -(Bs )-'Bs O5-1 + mi.
s = 1, 2, . .. I S
Os= -(Bs1)-'Bs O,, + is.
s = 1,2,.. .,S.

...,S,

Vi,s=0,1,2,

ei

where 6o

X1, xiO],

.

(18)

Let 00 0. Solve equations17-18 forward sequentiallywhere, at each s > 0,

es

0.

Let
Xis=

vs(OS-l) = -(Bs1) -' Bs2e5.+ m., s = 1,2, ...,S.

Xis-l)

Vi, s = 1, 2,.#. . , S
v5(e1) )=_ med vis(e5-.),
171

given by equation 1 with x(Oi, w) =
x(c) = xi, wherexi is drawnrandomly from a distributionf(x). Theform of
the preferencefunction and the distributionf(x) are known to all voters.
For each voter i, the vector of preference parametersxi is private information. If issues are decided sequentially by the voting procedurewe have
adopted, an equilibrium exists. The
equilibrium sequence of individual
votes and the sequence of vote outcomes are given by equations19 and
20. Whenvoting on issue s with arbi-
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traryhistoryes5l, if voteri expectsall

voters to pursue their equilibrium
strategiesin the future, i's utility over
outcomes on the current issue, Os, is
given by equation 21 and i's voting
strategyis given by equations17-18.
Proof. The proof is by backwardinduction. SinceMis = 0 andB5 = A, i's utility
over outcomes on issue S, given history
eS-,, is given by Vis(OS).FromLemma2
and equations 17-18 and 21, this can be
rewritten
-[Os

-

viS(eS-j)]'B[s[Os- v(-)

-(eS1

XiS-1)'(B)

Xis1)

(s~-

-

vS(OS-1)- v&(Oe.-1) = M.-Mi",

2-

Mis.

depend on i's vote on issue s. That is,
knowledgeby i of his or her own vote on
issue s reveals no informationabout Mbs
not alreadyprovidedby knowledgeof I&.
Hence, only the first term in equation23
is a function of i's vote on issue s. Since
the first term is single-peaked in OS,
Lemma1 applies, and i chooses the vote
that maximizesthe first term in equation
23 with respect to ES.Hence, i's vote is
given by equation 17, and the vote outcome on issue s by equation18.
Substitutingthe vote outcomev5(O5-1)
for Osin equation23 and noting that

(22)

The first expression in equation 22 is
single-peakedin Os, and the remaining
termsdo not dependon Os.By the corollary to Theorem1, voter i has a dominant
strategywhen voting on issue S, namely,
the strategy that maximizesequation 22
with respectto Os.The maximumis given

we obtain that i's inducedutility function
over eO.1is Vi-.(Oe-9) as given in equation 21. This completes the induction
argument.
The claimthat equations19-20 give the
equilibriumsequence of votes and vote
outcomes then follows by solving equations 17-18 forward sequentiallyas was
done in definingequations19-20. QED

Continuingthe inductionargument,let
voter i's utilityfunctionat issues < S for

Remarks

by vis(OS-1),definedin equation17.

arbitraryhistorye,1 be Vi,(e5-1).Using Lemma2, rewritethis functionas
--[

-

vs(Os-1)1'B' [O5s- vs(es-1)]
-

-(Es5.

(OS

-

X1s5j)'(Bs

Xis-1)

-

Ms.

)-I

(23)

The first term in equation 23 is singlepeaked in O0.The second term is a constant known to i at the time that the vote
on issue s occurs. The third term, M&,is
definedin equations14-18. When choosing a vote on issue s, i wishes to choose a
vote to maximize the expected value of
equation 23 conditional on i's information set, whichincludesthe past historyof
votes, es-,, i's own ideal point X&s,and
any other information that may have
been revealedto i prior to submissionof
the vote on issue s. LetI1 denote this information set. Now E(M&IIis) does not
172

The equilibrium characterizedin the
theoremis the uniquebackwardinduction
equilibrium.
The proof can be extendedto the case
where thereis a common shock, a, in the
following way. Replacexi in the theorem
with x(?,, w). Interpretthe expectation
operatorat each step of the proof as the
expectationconditionalon elementsof the
vector X = (co1, W2, . . . , wT) that have
been revealed to date. The steps of the
theorem can simply be repeated with
these changes.
The discussionindicateswhy the proof
remains valid when a common shock is
introduced.However, the introductionof
a common shock raises an interesting
issue. All voters know that common
shocks will occur before the sequenceof
votes. They know that the realizationsof
those shocks will affect their preferences

Sequential Voting
over voting choices. One strategy that
voters might adopt is to propose policies
that are contingenton the realizationsof
the commonshocks. Therearemany programs that have such contingencies.
Social security benefits are indexed for
inflation,expendituresfor unemployment
compensationare contingenton the number of peoplewho are unemployed,disaster relief expendituresare contingent on
the occurrenceof disasters,and so on. An
interestingproblemfor future researchis
to investigatethe possibility of introducing contingentpoliciesas objectsof voting
in a sequentialvoting framework.
In the model we have consideredthus
far (withor without the commonshock to
preferences),voters have differing forecasts of future outcomes because they
have privateinformationabout theirown
preferencesthat may not be available to
others. If voters have privateinformation
about the distribution of other voters'
preferences based on private opinion
polls, eavesdroppingin legislativecloakrooms, and so on, this would provide a
furtherreason for heterogeneityof voter
forecasts. However, the results of the
theorem would still hold. In the proof,
expectationsfor eachvoter are takento be
conditional on the informationheld by
thatvoter. If voters have privateinformation about other voters' forecasts, the
coefficients on past outcomes in voters'
forecastingrules would still be common
across voters, while the distributionof
voter forecasts would continue to differ
acrossvoters.
In deriving our results, we have
assumed that voters have imperfect
knowledgeof voters'preferencesbut that
they know the distribution f(.), from
which ideal points are drawn. Models in
which agents' subjective beliefs about
relevant probability distributions are
assumedto conform to the objectivedistributionswere first introducedby Muth
(1961). He proposed calling expectations
formed using this assumption "rational
173

expectations."McKelveyand Ordeshook's
(1985a, 1985b) investigations of formation of voter expectationsalso uses the
rationalexpectationsapproach.
The rational expectations approach
implies that an outside observer who
wants to study the behaviorof voters can
use the actual distributionsof relevant
randomvariablesto predictvoters' forecasts. In this way, a link is providedfrom
the theory to actual voter forecasts.This
is not the only way that such a link can be
made. However, as we arguedin the introduction,it is essentialthat somelink be
made if the model is to generateimplications regardingvoter forecaststhat may
potentiallybe tested. The rationalexpectationsapproachhas provento be a fruitful approachto generatingtestableimplications in other contexts (Lucasand Sargent 1981).
Foran equilibriumto exist, however, it
is not necessaryto invoke the assumption
of rational expectations. The proof is
valid as long as voters know that the
saliencematrix(A in our model) in other
voters'preferencefunctionsis the same as
their own. It is not necessarythat voters'
subjectiveassessmentsof the distribution
of ideal points be the objective distribution, voters may make systematicerrors
in predictingoutcomes on future votes.
However, it is still the case in our model
that it is a dominant strategy for each
voter to vote his or heridealpoint on each
issue. Thus, in the case where thereis no
common shock to preferences,systematic
errorsin voter forecastswill not affectthe
sequenceof outcomes. If there are common shocks to preferencesand voters'
subjectiveassessmentsof the distribution
of the common shock differfrom the actual distribution, an equilibrium will
exist; but the sequenceof outcomes will,
in general,be differentfrom the sequence
that emerges when the distribution of
shocks is common knowledge.
An importantassumptionthat we have
made is that the salience matrix, A, in
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voter preferences(equation 1) does not
differ across voters. This assumption is
not easily relaxed. To see why, suppose
that matrixA is indexedby i. Whenthe A
matrix is indexedby i, the simplification
obtainedby writingequations17-18 as a
linear function of past outcomes with
weightscommonto all voters is no longer
available. This is a critical step in the
proof. Problemsof nonexistenceof equilibrium in Denzau and Mackay's (1981)
analysis of the perfectforecastcase arise
only when the salience matrix A differs
across voters. Thus, variation of the A
matrix across voters continues to pose a
problem for sequential voting models
with endogenousvoter forecasts.Finding
a way to relax the assumption that all
voters have the same salience weights is
an importantissue for futureresearch.
Our model has the propertythat voters
have a dominant strategy on each vote,
and our analysis relies heavily on this
property.It would be interestingto investigatedifferentvoting games,in particular
when dominantstrategiesare not present.

Conclusion
Building on the work of Denzau and
MacKay (1981), Enelow and Hinich
(1983), and Enelow (1984), we have presenteda strategyfor derivingendogenous
voter forecasts when sequential voting
occurs under conditions of uncertainty.
Our approachassumesthat voters use all
available information in making their
forecasts. In addition, we assume that
voters know the distributionfrom which
preferenceparametersare drawn. Voters
then deduce the distributionof outcomes
from their knowledgeof this distribution
and theirknowledgeof how decisionsare
made. Hence, if the voting sequencewere
repeatedwith a new draw from the distributionof voters for each sequence,the
ex post distributionof outcomeswould-be
the distributionvoters use in makingtheir
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forecasts. It is in this sense that voters
in our models do not make systematic
errors.
It is natural to be somewhat skeptical
aboutvoters'abilityto gatherand process
the informationrequiredto behave in the
fashion assumedin our derivationof endogenous forecasts. Indeed, this issue
arises in most rational expectations
models. One responseto this criticismhas
been the argumentthat voters behave "as
if" they are following the strategythat we
characterizein our analysis,whetherthey
perform detailed computations or not.
Attention has recently been devoted to
the questionof assessingwhetherindividuals using simple forecasting strategies
may "learn"the forecasting rules that
emerge in the rational expectationsformulation(Marcetand Sargent1989). This
is one avenue for addressingthe concern
that an analysissuch as ourspresumestoo
much of voters. An alternativestrategyis
to attemptto characterizehow the information that voters have or use falls short
of that assumed in our analysis. As we
indicated,an equilibriumwill exist in our
model in cases wherevoters'beliefsabout
the relevant probability distributionsdo
not conform to the actual distributions;
but their forecasts will be systematically
in error and the sequence of outcomes
may differfrom that in the case wherethe
actual distribution are known. Thus,
departingfrom the rational expectations
assumptiondoes not pose a challengefor
proving existence of equilibrium but
rather for deriving potentially testable
propositionsfrom the theory.
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